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Sample Component 2 Scheme of Work: Television 

Component 2 Section A: Television (8 weeks) 

Weeks Areas of 
framework Content 

1 All 

Introduction to the contemporary television industry: 
National/global contexts, broadcasting/narrowcasting, public service 
and commercial. 
Changes and developments in broadcasting/consumption due to 
technologies, e.g. TV on demand, catch-up services, online 
subscription channels, the concept of ‘binge-watching’ etc. 
Set learners initial research tasks relevant to the chosen option, e.g. 
specific media organisations, scheduling of programmes etc. 
Introduction to chosen genre (crime, sci-fi/supernatural or 
documentary). 
Research/explore codes and conventions of genre, brief historical 
overview of genre. 
Background to the chosen programmes, brief context in terms of 
industry, broadcaster, social/cultural contexts to explore etc. 

2-4

Media 
Language 
Representation 
Media 
industries 
Audiences  
Contexts 

In-depth study of Product 1 – English language programme 
Analysis of media language and representation 
Focus on bullet points from the specification content; build theory focus 
into analytical tasks. 
Watch entire episode, identify key genre conventions and narrative 
structure. 
Detailed analysis of sequences – opening sequence and other key 
scenes: 

- Micro analysis of visual/audio/technical codes (see Media
Language section of teacher guidance).

- Apply/evaluate relevant theories (structuralism, genre theory,
narratology, postmodernism).

- Analyse construction of representations (gender, ethnicity,
issues etc.), messages and ideologies.

- Consider relevant contexts in relation to the product.
- Apply/evaluate relevant theories (Stuart Hall, David Gauntlett,

feminist theory, gender performativity).

Industry – more detailed exploration of specific British industry context 
– consider setting learners independent research tasks to be
completed as homework and report back here.
Explore ownership, economic factors, production, distribution including
marketing, and circulation.
Relate these areas to the product – how does the product reflect its
industry context?
Study the online presence of the product, consider the importance of
technology and convergence to the organisation.
Apply/evaluate relevant theories - cultural industries theory
(Hesmondhalgh) and regulation theory (Livingstone and Lunt).
Audience
Research target audience/s and viewing figures. Refer back to textual
analysis – how is the audience constructed and positioned by the text?



How does the text appeal to the audience? Link also to the marketing 
campaign. 
Audience consumption, response and interaction (including actual 
responses); importance of technology. Consider notions of 
mass/specialised audiences and fandom where appropriate. 
Apply/evaluate relevant theories (reception theory and fandom – 
Jenkins). 

Exam focus: embed ‘mini’ assessments into the scheme, e.g. writing a 
paragraph about combination of specific elements of media language 
or how a particular representation reflects the social context. 

5-7

Media 
Language 
Representation 
Media 
industries 
Audiences  
Contexts 

In-depth study of Product 2 – Non-English language programme 
Context of production – global context and British broadcaster. 
Analysis of media language and representation. 
Focus on bullet points from the specification content; build theory focus 
into analytical tasks. 
Watch entire episode, identify key genre conventions and narrative 
structure 
Detailed analysis of sequences – opening sequence and other key 
scenes: 

- Micro analysis of visual/audio/technical codes (see media
language section).

- Apply/evaluate relevant theories (structuralism, genre theory,
narratology).

- Analyse construction of representations (gender, ethnicity,
issues etc.), messages and ideologies.

- Consider relevant contexts in relation to the product.
- Apply/evaluate relevant theories (Stuart Hall, David Gauntlett,

feminist theory).

Industry – more detailed exploration of specific national industry 
context – consider setting learners independent research tasks to be 
completed as homework and report back here. 
Explore ownership, economic factors, production, distribution including 
marketing, and circulation.  
Relate these areas to the product – how does the product reflect its 
industry context?  
Study the online presence of the product, consider the importance of 
technology and convergence to the organisation. 
Apply/evaluate relevant theories - cultural industries theory 
(Hesmondhalgh) and regulation theory (Livingstone and Lunt). 

Audience 
Research target audience/s and viewing figures. Refer back to textual 
analysis – how is the audience constructed and positioned by the text? 
How does the text appeal to the audience? Link also to the marketing 
campaign. 
Audience consumption, response and interaction (including actual 
responses); importance of technology. Consider notions of 
mass/specialised audiences and fandom where appropriate. 
Apply/evaluate relevant theories (reception theory and fandom – 
Jenkins). 

Exam focus: embed ‘mini’ assessments into the scheme e.g. writing a 



paragraph about one way in which the ownership of the organisation 
has impacted on the product, or one way in which the programme 
meets the needs of a mass or specialised audience. 

8 All areas 
Exam Focus 

Comparison of the two products, considering similarities and 
differences in context. 
Media language, especially genre – elements of repetition and 
difference/dynamic nature of genre (consider Neale here) 
Representations – consider national context, social/cultural contexts 
etc. 
Industries and audiences. 
Possible practical tasks e.g. planning or filming a short TV sequence, 
or training on editing software – if offering the television brief for 
Component 3. 
Exam Focus: Component 2 questions – planning tasks for a range of 
possible questions, including evaluation of theory. Learners complete 
one question as an extended response. 


